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We continue the delivery of our 10-year strategy to transform
the way the Government estate supports public service
delivery. We are doing this in a number of ways including,
improving the experience of the workplace for civil servants,
enabling interoperability of the office estate and increased
working across departmental boundaries, supporting moves
from London to the nations and regions of the UK, taking a
locality planning approach to optimise the Government estate,
and improving the sustainability and condition of the estate.

To do this and succeed we must commit to the services and
solutions we deliver for you our clients so we can work
together in a consistent and transparent way. We have now
completed our review into clarifying our client services and
the  service catalogue covering what we offer our clients. The
catalogue details the service lines and the SLA’s that clients
can expect, as well as the partnership approach to ensure
delivery is as effective as possible. We are now finalising this
ready for distribution.

Our growth and improvement is heavily dependent on the
strategic partnerships we build. We have now completed the
transition of services from Montagu Evans to BNP Paribas Real
Estate (BNPPRE), our new partner for national property and
property-related financial services. We are committed to our
client-centric approach ensuring our team remains focused on
delivering high quality services. Early feedback has been
positive but we expect to continually improve this area.
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Finally, I would like to say thank you for working with us over
the last few weeks following the sad news of the death of Her
Majesty The Queen Elizabeth II. Within the GPA we worked
quickly, whilst remaining agile, to put our plan into place to
ensure we could to support you our clients and deliver what
was needed across Government. Truly a team effort.

In this issue:

Operation Bridges

Defining our eight service categories

Pathway to NetZero

Customer service at the heart of our Business Plan

OneEstate enabling flexible working across locations and on
the go

New strategic partnership for property and property-related
financial services completed

Continuing to build our customer insights

Capital Programme progress continues

Minister Rees-Mogg opens Birmingham Hub

Manchester Hub announcement

Recruiting for a sustainable future

Our annual performance 2021-22

Providing safe, secure and healthy workplaces

Innovative solution streamlining the procurement process

Operation BRIDGES

We have been preparing for this time for quite a while and our
plan was successfully implemented.

We worked closely with the Op BRIDGE Secretariat, the



Metropolitan Police and the Government Security Group on
access to, and security of, government buildings in the
ceremonial footprint.

We followed the strict protocol on flag flying for GPA buildings
and ensured all of our buildings had access to mourning boxes
and condolence books. We also facilitated the transition of the
new cabinet into Whitehall buildings at a critical time,
including facilitating rapid access to key personnel to London,
1 Horseguards Road and to ensure critical deliveries and
collections can still be made within the footprint.

During the final part of the week we worked hard on central
planning to ensure our clients could access Government
buildings safely and easily as Whitehall got busier.

Following the State Funeral, in GPA managed buildings we
ensured all the materials used to support the national
mourning period are collated by our reception teams. We have
also been collecting the condolence books and holding these
whilst we await confirmation of where they are to be
forwarded to for safe keeping as a mark of our respect.

We have also helped non GPA managed buildings have access
to condolence books.

We would like to thank all our clients who worked closely with
us to ensure the work we needed to do at this important time
was implemented successfully.
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Defining our eight service categories

We have now completed our discovery work into our client
services and have identified a service catalogue covering
what we offer our clients. The catalogue details the service
lines and the SLA’s that clients can expect, as well as the
partnership approach to ensure delivery is as effective as
possible.



We defined eight service categories we offer:

Client Management - reporting and meeting arrangements for
our clients

Landlord Services - Property and Asset Management services

Portfolio Services - property strategies, portfolio planning and
future property requirements to support business needs

Workplace Services - FM and Security services that are
provided including the procurement of future contracting
arrangements

Hubs Services - the services that will be received in our Hubs
including Workplace Services and ICT Services

ICT Services - AV equipment, GovWifi, room booking,
occupancy measurement and GovPrint

Property and Project Services -  from small scale
refurbishments to delivery of major projects

Consultancy Services - a range of services in our expertise
such as Net Zero and Smarter Working

Our next step is to create a digital catalogue which will inform
and engage people on our services, and assist and improve
our clients in their understanding of the services. We plan to
consult on this material later this calendar year.
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Our pathway to NetZero

The UK has an ambitious sustainability target by which it
seeks to cut greenhouse gas emissions to Net Zero by 2050. 
The Government Property Agency (GPA) exists to create a
transformed, shared, sustainable and value for money
government estate that supports civil servants to work
productively in every nation and region of the UK.  One of its
main objectives is to make estates and assets as sustainable



as possible, moving towards the wider Net-Zero goal by 2050.

The estate scope

The government office portfolio is expansive, encompassing a
wide range of buildings from newly built modern offices to
derelict; or in need of modernisation, as well as listed
buildings that need extra care and consideration. This means
the portfolio has a vast mix of buildings with different energy
efficiency ratings.

The ‘Levelling Up’ agenda has led the change in where civil
servants work, with the target of moving 22,000 Civil Service
roles from Westminster and Whitehall to newer, purpose built,
energy-efficient buildings across the UK.

The shift to using fewer offices has also been partly driven by
COVID-19, with appetite increasing for flexible and smarter
ways of working. In addition, the value of offering a choice of
different workspaces is much better understood. Designing
task-focused zones into workplaces is proven to support
greater productivity, such as collaborative working, individual
focused work, virtual meeting spaces, private ‘do not disturb’
areas, and community spaces.

The GPA, as the strategic leader of sustainability across the
government office portfolio, is committed to meeting targets
ahead of those set nationally, with the aim of achieving a 50%
reduction of Direct Scope One emissions by 2027 rather than
2032, and a Stretch Target of 78% reduction by 2035 instead
of the national 75% reduction by 2037, something that was
set after COP26.

All of this ensures the GPA will be ‘Net-Zero ready’, and so on
target for 2050.  There has been a concerted effort towards
this readiness and preparedness to help make sure the GPA is
ahead of the curve.

The key challenges in decarbonisation

As with any major change project, there are always challenges
and below we look at the GPA’s approach to dealing with
them.



Training - a key enabler of the delivery of the GPA’s projects is
its sustainability capability.  This results in the use of a
common language, so that every involved group or individual
has a universal understanding of what is happening at all
times, which clearly benefits the entire project.  It results in
joined-up working, simplification and sustainable outcomes.
The GPA are corporate members of the Institute of
Environmental Management and Assessment (IEMA).  They
have a recently accredited IEMA training centre providing
certified training.

Standards - the GPA Sustainability Plan identifies the changes
needed to sustainably operate the government office
portfolio. The Plan includes aspirational targets for their Net
Zero Programme, for how Clients use energy and water and
manage waste, and for the FM services in GPA managed
buildings.

The GPA has published the Workplace Design Guide (WDG)
and Net Zero Sustainability Annex (NZ Annex) on GOV.UK that
set out the standards new build and refurbished buildings
need to meet the government’s Net Zero commitment. The
GPA also uses the Net Zero Playbook, released by the Office of
Government Property,  as the basis of a maturity assessment
of their projects and trajectory towards achieving Net Zero.

Governance - the GPA’s governance structure includes a
Sustainability Committee (SusCo) to advise its boards.  SusCo
makes decisions on implementing the GPA’s sustainability
plan, resources, budgets and escalations.

Onboarding - acquiring and refurbishing an existing building is
a very different proposition to developing a new-build. 
Retrospective work on decarbonisation in older facilities
means less control and an increased investment both in terms
of finance and time in order to gain the same result. A
thorough assessment of dilapidations and energy performance
establishes the genuine core condition and what is required to
become Net-Zero ready, as well as an insight into what the
ownership responsibilities will be.

The GPA has issued the Condition Surveying and Life Cycle
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Asset Replacement Planning Policy and Guidance. This defines
the common language approach for ‘Condition Surveying’ and
Lifecycle asset replacement planning. The data is captured,
using digital templates and seamlessly transferred into GPA’s
centralised life cycle asset planning model, which enables the
data to be shared with other GPA data systems. Cashable
savings come from retrofitting more energy efficient
technology that requires less ongoing running costs for
example: replacing legacy roof insulation with efficient
alternatives can lead to a utility saving of 0.62 kWh/y for
every £1 invested and new lift technology can save 0.19
kWh/y for every £1 invested.

Last year GPA completed Project A of the Whitehall Boiler
System in time for the winter heating switch.  The works
included lagging replacement to 2,000 metres of pipework,
securing SR21 funding for Project B resulting in 17.1% tC02e
reduction (Baseline 2014).  This was delivered ahead of
schedule, under budget and during the Covid pandemic.

Whole Life Asset Management - when considering
decarbonisation of government buildings it is vital to look at
the project from a whole-life asset management perspective
and not just the immediate delivery costs.  This is not a short-
term investment and is part of a circular economy, adding real
value across the whole piece based on genuine evidence and
data.

Biodiversity - a SusCo Biodiversity subgroup joined by
members of the Defra-led Joint Nature Conservation
Committee (JNCC) met for the first time on 27 July 2022 and
agreed to review best practice and author a Biodiversity
Annex for the Workplace Design Guide in the Autumn.

Data - decarbonisation is very data driven, and there is even
more scope for development in this area in the future.  Soon,
there will be a greater amount of information available, which
will allow the GPA and its clients to see the whole picture,
checking that systems are working optimally, at all times. The
ultimate aim is to provide performance data of all assets in
order to understand the intricate and detailed evidence
gained, and demonstrate the benefits and any shortcomings



on which to base future forecasting. This will in turn help
planning and gain all-round buy-in.  In addition, it will mean a
high level of self-service so that clients can be in control of
their own data needs.

Much headway has been made via effective collaboration with
delivery partners and clients on decarbonising government
buildings to secure the Net-Zero ambition. A way of working
has now been firmly established, meaning improvements are
happening at an ever-increasing rate. With targets being
constantly reviewed, updates will be shared to show the
journey and progress of this important project.
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Customer service at the heart of our Business Plan

We’ve published our Business Plan 2022-23 which summarises
the progress we made throughout last year and articulates our
ambition for the year ahead. It sets out clear deliverables for
our key programmes across our five key strategic objectives:

Support growth across the UK

Transform the Civil Service

Contribute to Net Zero

Better value for clients

Build our capability and capacity

Our Plan is underpinned by our 10-year strategy which has
been developed to transform the way the Government office
and warehouse estates support public service delivery.

We are in the second year of delivering our strategy and we
have substantially increased the space we own and manage
for departments from just over 300,000 square metres in
2020 to over 700,000 square metres at the end of 2021-22.

Using our Civil Service know-how, private sector expertise and



commercial acumen, we are creating a transformed, shared,
sustainable  and value for money government estate. This is
enabling a modern Civil Service and improving client
performance  while supporting greater productivity and
wellbeing for civil servants.

This includes supporting departments to implement Smarter
Working, making the best use of space, improving customer
satisfaction through people-focused workplace services, and
delivering economies of scale alongside improved commercial
performance.

We are continuing to deliver what is important to our clients,
improve our estate, reduce carbon emissions, and deliver
significant savings for the Government.

We invite you to read the full Business Plan 2022-23 here.
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OneEstate is enabling flexible working across government
locations and workspaces

We continue to progress the development and roll out of the
OneEstate interoperability products. OneEstate is making it
easier for civil servants to work flexibly across different
locations in all regions of the UK.

We are pleased to confirm the completion of a Shared Network
partner procurement competition. This partner will help us
develop our interoperable shared network service that we
install in GPA-managed hubs, and help us further partner with
HMRC to develop the shared network standard across both
GPA and HMRC hubs. We are also starting to install these
shared network products in properties where our clients have
requested support with legacy infrastructure.

We are in early discussions with a small group of
departmental DDaT teams to see if we can improve the
service wrapper for Civil servants in shared buildings.



Shared Network

Our shared network design continues to be deployed into new
GPA and HMRC hubs, and we are collaborating with HMRC on
how we continually improve the service to clients in these
properties. Our procurement of a strategic partner for the
design and delivery of shared networks will help us accelerate
this activity.

GovWifi

GovWifi continues to grow as the standard interoperable
solution for WiFi access across departments. The focus is
currently on enhancing the user experience, addressing end-
user difficulties with usernames and passwords, and
developing the service to make it easier for department DDaT
teams to deploy.

GovPrint

We are entering the next phase of development with the
successful award of a new contract for the GovPrint service.
This will move us further into the roadmap for GovPrint
development and allow us to extend the GovPrint service to
more locations and more clients than the previous contract.

We are also working with HMRC to extend the GovPrint service
to its regional Hubs. This will benefit clients working in those
locations and especially clients who may have a footprint in
both the GPA and HMRC-managed Hubs.

GovPass

GovPass is now fully deployed into seven buildings with a
further three having been technically upgraded. A further five
are close to completion and thirteen are actively being
progressed.

We remain near completion of work on the first full end-to-end
implementation of an occupancy management API (application
programming interface) via GovPass. This will be the first time
in government that we have a secure mechanism for
automating the collection of occupancy data derived from



access control systems. It also sets the standard for future
deployments. This data allows us to understand how well
buildings are being used in terms of the total number of
people in the building, as well as identify opportunities for
space optimisation. The API is now in the live GovPass system
and a pilot site is being planned.

Occupancy

We continue to develop our occupancy monitoring solutions
that meet a number of different business use cases. Our focus
remains on deploying exit/entry sensors across a number of
properties to collect real-time data, as well as  the
development of GovPass as an occupancy solution. We have
received feedback that departments want more help from us
on using access control data and we will be spending some
time in the next few weeks assessing how we can best help
this requirement via the GovPass API developed between us
and GSG.

Audio Visual

We have now entered into a new contract for the delivery of
audio visual (AV) systems into the Government estate. We are
seeing increased requests from clients for support  with
interoperable AV to support our clients. We will also be
assessing  deployments completed to date to identify how we
can improve our solutions going forward. We will use the new
contact and our assessment outcomes to provide clients with
additional products, advice, guidance and access to our
supply chain.

Procurement

We have awarded new contracts for our strategic shared
network provider and GovPrint. These complements our recent
procurements for Internet Service Providers and Audio Visual
Systems. The shared networks contract is a flagship contract
that represents a significant investment in our intention to
continue to deliver on the shared networks model.

As well as delivery into GPA-managed Hubs, these contracts
are available to support our clients when seeking to deploy



interoperable products into their wider estate.

Service Wrapper

We have started early discussions with some of our partner
departments on how we can improve the IT service wrapper
for civil servants in properties where the DDaT services are
provided by a host IT team rather than the individual’s home
department. This will reduce instances where colleagues from
other departments are being turned away when they need IT
support. We will be collaborating with our partner DDaT teams
across government to resolve this issue.

To find out more about enabling your workspaces to become
interoperable, contact our Property Technology team today at
proptech@gpa.gov.uk
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New strategic partnership for property and property-related
financial services completed

We have now completed the transition of services from
Montagu Evans to BNP Paribas Real Estate (BNPPRE), our new
partner for national property and property-related financial
services.

The successful transition follows our three-month plan that
allowed BNPPRE to meet and get to know our and Montagu
Evans’ teams. This has enabled BNPPRE to understand in
detail our existing processes and systems, and how we
provide services to our clients.

We are committed to our client-centric approach ensuring our
team remains focused on delivering high quality services.

BNPPRE has been identifying areas for improvement in how
we use Horizon – the property management and finance
system – as well as how we control and process the data, and
our procedures and reporting for finance and property
management.

https://gpa.gov.uk


This new partnership is an exciting opportunity for us to
improve on the service standards we currently deliver and
improve client satisfaction.

Steve Harber, Head of UK Property Management at BNP
Paribas Real Estate said: “We are delighted to welcome the
new GPA contract team who have transitioned seamlessly into
our business and have immediately focused on the delivery of
the Government’s property strategy and focus on data and
accurate financial reporting. We look forward to building on
this excellent start and working in partnership with the GPA
and their clients to deliver sustainable value creation across
all aspects of the contract.”
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Continuing to build our customer insights

Understanding how well our workplaces support our
customers is vitally important to us. We want to make sure
we’re doing everything we can to provide expertly-designed
and serviced workplaces that best support people to connect
and collaborate, to be creative, build communities, care for
one another and ultimately be their best. We want our
workplaces to be a magnet, not a mandate!

To help us with this, we are continuing to build our database
of customer feedback and insights through both our Leesman
and our customer satisfaction surveys. To date, over 10,000
civil servants have responded to our Leesman office survey,
from across 52 buildings.  This is on top of the 26,000 civil
servants who took our Leesman working from home survey in
2020.  We have also launched our own customer satisfaction
surveys in buildings covering to date over 25,000 customers.

The surveys are giving us fantastic insight into how our
buildings are supporting workplace experiences as well as
things such as preferred ways of working, the work settings
that best support certain activities and potential office
attendance rates.



If you would like to find out more about these surveys or the
insights we’re developing, please contact us via: news for
those clients with teams based at Birmingham, 23 Stephenson
Street!

The hub has now been open for around one year, which means
it’s a great time for us to gather feedback. Please look out for
the Leesman post-occupancy survey which will be launching
in November.  This survey will give all customers the
opportunity to have their say and tell us about their
experiences working in the building.  It’s really important that
we get as many responses as possible so we can be sure the
action plans for improvement are appropriate and to ensure
we are justified in celebrating successes. Please help us
achieve this by encouraging people to complete it.  More
information will be shared with you in the near future.
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GPA’s Capital Programme progress continues

London

The Whitehall Campus Programme continues to support the
Government’s growth and Levelling Up agenda by
consolidating the London estate, contributing to Net Zero and
delivering better value for the Government’s office portfolio. It
is delivering a modern, smarter estate through 17
interoperable buildings as Whitehall Campus.

Work is also continuing across the Campus on 3-8 Whitehall
Place, 55 Whitehall, 22-26 Whitehall and 10 South Colonnade
to bring together buildings, which will deliver great places for
civil servants to work.

Darlington

Feethams House, Darlington Project has delivered the ground
to fourth floors and clients are now occupying the building.
Feedback from the client users has been extremely positive.
The GPA has delivered the building in floor sections to assist



the clients in occupying at the earliest opportunity.

The project’s timely success is due to the collaboration and
strong working relationship formed across the GPA and the
Economic Campus clients, making key decisions throughout
the design process. The GPA successfully mobilised the main
building contractor and within 14 weeks reached practical
completion of two floors.

The GPA has been central to determining the location of the
campus, the adjacency to the east coast main rail line and the
town centre has been deliberately sought,  to help increase
the pedestrian pound spend in Darlington and to  support the
local economy.

The landing of HMT in Darlington will now be alongside the
Department for Education, helping to strengthen the Civil
Service presence in the town, increase departmental
collaborative working, and support a stronger regional
economy.

Darlington, Feethams First Street commenced construction at
the end of August 2022. This was following the signing of a
Lease Agreement with the developer, Ask Real Estate, and its
JV partner The Richardson Family, who recently secured
funding from the Pension Insurance Corporation Plc. Over
2,300 Civil Servants from multiple departments will be moving
into Manchester First Street. First Street will house Civil
Servants moving from another Manchester office, with a
number of new roles in the city deriving from the Levelling up
Agenda and Places for Growth.

CGI Image of the new building

Croydon

Croydon, 2 Ruskin Square is currently tracking ahead of
schedule thanks to our strong collaboration with Stanhope and
Lendlease. We are pleased to award our fit out works to Wates
Smartspace who will continue to build on its delivery success
at our Darlington Hub.

The Home Office will bring together more than 5,000



employees, currently spread across three offices, to provide a
mixture of workplaces to support collaboration through its
flexible and hybrid work spaces, into this one highly
sustainable building.

Croydon, 2 Ruskin Square

Peterborough

Quay House, sits at the gateway to Fletton Quays and will be
a crucial element to the development of the area, contributing
to the economic, social and cultural progress of the local
community, the city and broader region.

Quay House is in the final stages of Cat B work, being carried
out by Overbury and will be handed over to us at the end of
October, with clients able to walk through the doors in early
2023. Quay House will be the new home of DEFRA and HM
Passport Office in Peterborough.

We are working closely with representatives from both DEFRA
and HMPO and are looking forward to a smooth transition into
the new building.

Peterborough, Quay House
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Our annual performance 2021-22

We continue to place our clients at the heart of our solutions,
and to drive efficiencies and innovation that benefit your
people - our customers.

We have grown our property assets to £1.9 billion, which
equates to c.700,000 square metres across the UK - the
largest manager of offices in Government. This is allowing us
to generate significant savings in property costs as well as to
reduce carbon emissions. We are also shaping hybrid working
as we support more departments with their Smarter Working
transformation and their post-Covid return to the office.



We continue to take great strides in our OneEstate property
technology solutions across GovWifi, GovPass, GovPrint and
occupancy monitoring. We have also significantly improved
our data capture to help us make earlier and better decisions.
  .

Over the past year, we have invested more in improving the
condition of our estate and will continue to invest in Net Zero
interventions to deliver against the Government’s target of
50% reduction in carbon emissions in its offices by 2032.

We invite you to read our latest Annual Report and Accounts
which provide an overview of the 2021-22 reporting period.
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Providing safe, secure and healthy workplaces

We deliver a comprehensive building-related health and safety
service in the offices we manage through our service
providers.  Statutory health, safety and fire compliance is
further assured by our internal team of highly qualified
technical specialists.

The provision of this central service is very efficient: for
instance removing the need for each department to conduct
separate, overlapping, fire risk assessments.

Within buildings managed by departments, they hold overall
responsibility for providing a secure, safe and compliant
building including all aspects of building maintenance, fire
safety and general safety in all common areas.

We are creating buildings that are aligned with the
Government Security Functional Standard, and meet or
exceed the Physical Security Minimum Standard. Physical
Security within our Hubs is built upon a consistent set of
design principles that deliver threat-informed, risk-based
security. Installed systems and technologies for physical
security are aligned to National Technical Authority guidance.



Our client-facing arrangements defined within the Managed
Services and Terms of Occupation Agreements provide clarity
on the management of critical property related health and
safety arrangements. Our Health and Safety Committee
engages with Trades Union colleagues to ensure effective
consultation takes place to develop best practice in health
and safety across our  estate.

Respiratory Infections, Including COVID-19, in the workplace

We led the property-related COVID-19 response, and played a
leading role in providing civil servants with the management
tools to facilitate the almost overnight switch to working from
home during the pandemic.  As departments continue to
increase their return to the office, the building risk
assessments carried out - in the buildings we manage and
service - use government guidance and best practice to
capture and manage the hazards relating to Respiratory
Infections. This includes COVID-19, and a particular emphasis
on managing ventilation systems.
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Innovative solution streamlining the procurement process

The GPA has been integral to ensuring a number of critical
actions were put in place during Op BRIDGES. We operated in
a fast paced and agile way working closely with the Op
BRIDGE Secretariat, the Metropolitan Police and the
Government Security Group on access to, and security of,
government buildings in the ceremonial footprint.

Earlier this year, our Capital Projects Commercial team was
tasked with implementing a category solution for purchasing
office furniture. This would include both furniture for new
Government Hubs as well as smaller workplace services and
client funded projects.

The commercial team designed a competition to appoint three
suppliers who would form a multi-supplier agreement.
Individual project task orders could then be called down from



the agreement. Task orders would be allocated to suppliers on
a rotational basis, by order of installation date, similar to the
operation of a taxi rank. The competition was run through the
Crown Commercial Services (CCS) framework RM6119, Lot 8 –
Hubs furniture. This approach ensures that all furniture
requirements can be met as they begin to increase in value
and frequency, and that our procurement team is not
overburdened.

The suggested commercial model tested well with the
suppliers on Lot 8, and the procurement was conducted with
the help of CCS over approximately 10 weeks. Senator Group,
Wagstaff Bros and Southerns Broadstock Office Furniture have
been appointed on this forward-thinking multi-supplier
agreement and have begun engaging with project teams.

The design of this agreement removes the need for suppliers
to put together a new bid for each individual requirement - a
time-consuming and costly process. The suppliers are also
appreciating the opportunity to build a longer term strategic
partnership with us over multiple projects.

Our teams are now able to call-down furniture orders from
their allocated supplier. This uses the overarching agreement
and prices submitted during the original tender, rather than
running a new tender for every project. This solution has
streamlined the procurement process and greatly reduced
workloads. It also provides good cost certainty for the next 12
months, allowing our cost teams to better plan for spend
approvals and allocation of budgets.

We anticipate that having our furniture suppliers appointed at
the outset of a project will reduce project timelines by four to
eight weeks, improve the planning and design process and
allow for smoother installation, ultimately securing better
outcomes for our clients and reducing government spend.

Senator quote – “ The Senator Group is delighted to have
been awarded a place on the contract. The use of the ‘taxi
rank’ system is forward-thinking, enabling both the GPA and
its successful suppliers to plan effectively for each project,
improving value for money and enabling us to work more



closely with the GPA. This will enable us to better support the
government’s innovative, regional Hubs programme.”

Southerns Broadstock quote – “ With the GPA adopting a taxi
rank system for sharing its significant pipeline of work, it was
an ideal opportunity for Southerns Broadstock to win a place
on the framework and continue to build a strong relationship
with the various stakeholders.
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Find out more about the Government Property Agency here
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